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Gurnee Dodge Announces that 5 Dodge Vehicles Earn Top Safety Picks

Five Dodge models were named to the IIHS Top Safety Pick list for 2012

Gurnee, IL (PRWEB) January 05, 2012 -- Gurnee Dodge is very pleased to announce that five Dodge vehicles
have earned Top Safety Picks from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. As one of the leading Dodge
dealerships in Gurnee, Illinois they are very excited about the most recent honors for the brand. The five models
that were named Top Safety Picks were the Dodge Grand Caravan, Durango, Charger, Journey and Avenger.
The IIHS only recognizes vehicle that do the best job of protecting drivers and passengers from front, side,
rollover and rear crashes. The IIHS puts the vehicle through a series of tests and rates the vehicles on a scale of
“good” to determine if they are a Top Safety Pick.

Not only did five models earn recognition in the annual list, but two models have earned their fourth
consecutive spot. The Dodge Avenger and Journey have been named Top Safety Picks for four straight years
and Gurnee Dodge is very excited about this accomplishment.

To earn a Top Safety Pick the IIHS determines if the vehicle meets the criteria through their testing program. A
vehicle must also be equipped with a standard electronic stability control system to be eligible.

Gurnee Dodge has a large selection of Dodge vehicles in Gurnee, IL including the extremely safe Dodge
Avenger and Journey. The dealership also offers used cars in Gurnee for those who are interested in a pre-
owned vehicle. For more information please visit www.gurneedodge.com.
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Contact Information
Mike Kuhn
Gurnee Dodge
http://www.gurneedodge.com
(888) 472-7194

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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